
Let’s create a 
Readteam mission!

CERT  
Societe Generale



whoami



Who are WE

A team in charge of intelligence, 
detection and reaction on cyber 

security incidents

1st French Banking CERT team

For the Entire Group

Report to Group CISO

Governed by a Group 
Instruction

A team to evaluate the maturity of 
your security controls and improve 

the abilities of Blue Team

Offensive Security Team

For the Entire Group

Report to Group CISO

Mission by a sponsor

VS

OffensiveDefensive

Purple team 
oversees 

both teams

RED TEAM



Security Bricks



Why Redteaming?
The reasoning behind the implementation



It’s all about the ###



Why going Red?



To Make America Great Again



New Threats Bring Up  
New Needs

- Assess the maturity of your information system security make it 
resilient to real-life threats; 

- Introduce a decisional tool to anticipate and the worst and 
avoid it altogether! 



-Sun Tsu 
  

(could have come up with a slogan like that)

« Your best enemy who wants you to get better  » 



Pentest vs. Redteam
PENTEST REDTEAM

Objectives Vulnerabilities assessment Test resilience against APT attackers

Scope •Limited and defined scope 
•Application only

•Large scope, better overview of the Group IT architecture 
•Continuous discovery/supervision of critical, exposed or attractive 
assets for attackers 
•Focus on incident detection and response

Mission duration Short (1-2 weeks) Long (1-3+ months)

Methodology Static, predefined (OWASP…) Focus on realistic scenarios 
Flexibility

Techniques Discovery, active scan, exploitation Tactics, Techniques and Procedures of known attackers (APT, 
cybercriminals)

Post-Exploitation None or limited Total, focus on the “price” to obtain

Periodicity Integrated inside project life cycle Tailored, out of project life



Trophies for Awareness 
Red Team focuses on getting specific trophies: 

- Confidential data 
- Financial analysis reports 
- Get foothold on critical systems (i.e. SWIFT, Bigdata) 
- Get privileges on Active Directory and other critical assets 

Trophies are defined with the tested entity 

RESPONSIBILITY IS KEY 
FOCUS ON SAFETY 

WHILE PROMOTING SECURITY IMPROVEMENTS 



Killchain all things



Killchain all things



Killchain all things



Killchain all things



White Mode Killchain



Let’s model!



TI-based Modelling



Why Modelling?
Why: to inform business needs and technology owners of prioritized threats as they 
relate to the cybercontrols and processes in place  - within the context of business 
processes of technologies. 

How: Common threat assessment implies creating a common view of cyber threat 
landscape 

How (external view): By assessing active threats to the company / industry / 
geography  

How (internal view): By assessing existing defensive postures within the tested 
scopes: implemented controls, security monitoring, employee responsiveness 

In order to: To prioritize financial and HR allocation vs acceptable defensive 
posture against the current threats. 



APT Emulation



Usual Suspects
Anunak 
Metel 

Odinaff 
Buhtrap 
GCMAN 
Lazarus 

Bluenorof 
Navigator 

FIN7 
Cobalt Gang 

RTM 



Pick one (or a few)



Knowledge-base it



Impersonate it

FAPT 42: « Funky Elephant »


